Funding for Students enrolled in Departmental Graduate Programs

1. Students who are eligible for SGS baseline support
   1a. SGS support will be allocated on a first-come-first serve basis until SGS baseline budget funds are exhausted.
   1b. M. Sc. students will receive $7,867 (minimum) from supervisor and $7,400 from SGS baseline per annum.
   1c. Ph. D. students will receive $7,067 (minimum) from supervisor and $9,700 from SGS baseline per annum.
   1d. Students who do not receive SGS baseline support because of budget constraints: the minimum stipend will be the same as for students who do receive SGS support: the supervisor will contribute the supervisor's amount (listed above) PLUS the SGS baseline amount, until SGS funds become available.

2. Students who are ineligible for SGS baseline support but who are within the first two years of a M. Sc. program or within the first four years of a Ph. D. program will receive $10,267 (minimum) supervisor support per annum.